Cognates are words that sound similar in both languages. Students will use this folder and CD to quickly acquire new vocabulary. Just listen and repeat!

The materials packet is a yearly purchase that includes all items needed for students to succeed in class and practice at home. A handy clear folder serves as a 'Spanish Pack' where all learning tools can be easily accessed!

**Workbook**
Practice is an essential component of learning. The workbook ties into each unit and includes vocabulary and question and answer exercises. Pages from the workbook will be assigned for homework.

**Composition Notebook / Journal**
Students will experiment with writing in their Spanish journal using sight words, new vocabulary, and 'making words' activities. Watch your child's writing grow each session!

**Online Resources Subscription!**
Students can access each unit from home with this powerful and interactive learning tool. They can play games, listen to songs, practice pronunciation, conversation, and sign language, and watch skit videos. With this, you are able to give your child access to native speakers right at home!